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       This week TWIB used behind the scenes cameras and placed wireless microphones on the 

Los Angeles Dodgers to get a unique view of MLB. The Dodgers themselves are a unique blend 

of seasoned veterans and rookies, including newcomers Matt Kemp and Russell Martin. The 

veterans are trying to make the rookies feel good to create good team chemistry.  Nomar 

Garciaparra is the team leader in LA, where he is having fun playing in front of hometown 

friends and family. With the meshing of the veterans and rookies, the Dodgers believe there is a 

chance for post-season play with the anticipated return of star relief pitcher Eric Gagne. 

Educational theme: Teamwork is the ability to work together towards a common goal and the 

ability to direct individual accomplishment towards the organization’s objectives.  

Educational theme: Mutual rapport is a relationship based on trust and emotional affinity that 

leads to ordinary people achieving uncommon results. 

 

“Act Two”: For more than 50 years Tommy Lasorda has been the face of the Dodgers.  TWIB 

featured the “Top Five Things You Didn’t Know About Tommy,” including his favorite Dodger 

moment -- being named the manager of the Dodgers. Tommy called it “the greatest day of my 

life in baseball.” 

       Winning is a Dodger tradition, but the team also has a history of giving back to the 

community. Rookie Matt Kemp and veteran Brad Penny visited the Salesian Boys and Girls 

Club to celebrate a donation of furniture and games from the Dodger Dream Foundation. 

Educational theme:  Loyalty and love are feelings of intense, emotional attachment and 

affection. to a team. This is a healthy psychological attitude. 

Educational theme: Community service is an unselfish way to contribute to the growth, health 

and well being of a community.  

 

“Pitch, Hit and Run”: The act featured the basics of the relief pitcher specialists needed to 

close out a win. It was designed to help youngsters develop their game. Some of the game’s best 

pitchers moved from starter to closer, including Jason Isringhausen, John Smoltz, Derek Lowe 

and Tom Gordon. There is a different mental approach to closing than there is to setting up the 

closer.  Of course, neither pitcher can panic in tough situations. 

Educational theme: Mental toughness is a critical component of the physiological make-up of 

baseball players. Being able to successfully deal with challenging situations, including failure, 

being chewed out, and competitive pressure is the discipline of champions. 

Educational theme: Modern baseball is becoming a game of specialists, including the 

designated hitter, defensive substitutes, pinch hitters and various relief pitchers. Successful 

careers often require finding a niche. 

 

“Front Row Fans”: This story featured the excitement and loyalty of Dodger fans. Some of the 

best fans in baseball “think Dodger blue” and claim to “bleed Dodger blue.”  Lead vocalist of the 

alternative rock band, Hoobastank, Doug Rabb, is an ardent sports fan, especially of the 

Dodgers. Doug enjoys the game atmosphere at Dodger Stadium. Rabb is in awe of the MLB 

players, particularly their size, strength, and power.   



Educational theme: Fans have deep and lasting emotional relationships leading to a healthy 

passion that often gives special meaning to life and contributes to the significance of baseball in 

the American culture. 

Educational theme: Genetics, training and conditioning lead to the selection of superior 

physical specimens for the elite level of competitive sport. Using the baseball tools of skill, 

speed and power result in the biggest, strongest and fastest playing MLB.  

 

“How „bout that!”: This classic segment again allowed viewers to hear and see the week’s 

greatest plays, diving catches, strong throws, tape measure home runs and bloopers. 

Educational theme: Once learners have dutifully watched elite athletic movement, it can be 

understood and then repeated and performed. Youngsters have an opportunity to be physically 

educated by observing and emulating those athletic movements. 
 


